
The Weekly Newsletter of Mr. Courchane, SJE 
October 2, 2020 

Together in God’s Name! 
 

Dear Parents and Students: 
 

We had a good week in science studying a variety of current issues using Science World’s 
online magazine and resources.  Education is moving toward a more digital future, and I am 
pleased that St. John the Evangelist is engaging with that future by use of Chromebooks, high 
speed internet, and Google Suite.   
 
Education always seems to be changing and sometimes we might wonder why.  One year we 
grade with letters, the next year with “wingdings”, the next with numbers.  We might grade 
with standards, or teach with Common Core, then whole language, then back to phonics, then 
something else entirely.  Parents, and I am one of those, sometimes might wonder what the 
point to all these changes may be. 
 
Education changes because the world changes.  We are no longer training most of our children 
to work on a farm or a factory line (noble professions, to be sure, but a shrinking percentage of 
the workforce).  Also, we have come to appreciate children learn in many ways.  We need to 
adopt flexible approaches to their learning.  One size does not fit all. 
 
Throw in a pandemic and state mandates and local health mandates and one begins to realize 
the days of reading page x to page z in a textbook and answering a few questions are over.  
There is still a time and a place for that.  Facts matter.  Books are good.  Reading matters.  But 
we need to add more tools to our toolbox in this day and age. 
 
So, thank you for your patience as we have switched to “standards-based” grading.  Thank you 
for your patience as we went virtual last spring and switched back to in-person this year (and 
hopefully stay that way.)  And thank you in advance for your patience as we deal with any 
changes this year might bring.  At the core of our mission are our children, and no matter how 
I teach them, I would rather be teaching them than doing anything else. 
 

Have a wonderful weekend. 
 

Sincerely,  
 

Mr. Courchane 
8th Grade Homeroom       
7th/ 8th Grade Religion 
Grade 5-8 Science   "Autumn... the year's last, loveliest smile."  - William Cullen Bryant 


